Host age modulates within-host parasite competition
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In many host populations, one of the most striking differences among hosts is their age. While parasite prevalence differences in relation to host age are well known, little is known on how host age impacts ecological and evolutionary dynamics of diseases. Using two clones of the water flea Daphnia magna and two clones of its bacterial parasite Pasteuria ramosa, we examined how host age at exposure influences within-host parasite competition and virulence. We found that multiply-exposed hosts were more susceptible to infection and suffered higher mortality than singly-exposed hosts. Hosts oldest at exposure were least often infected and vice versa. Furthermore, we found that in young multiply-exposed hosts competition was weak, allowing coexistence and transmission of both parasite clones, whereas in older multiply-exposed hosts competitive exclusion was observed. Thus, age-dependent parasite exposure and host demography (age structure) could together play an important role in mediating parasite evolution. At the individual level, our results demonstrate a previously unnoticed interaction of the host’s immune system with host age, suggesting that the specificity of immune function changes as hosts mature. Therefore, evolutionary models of parasite virulence might benefit from incorporating age-dependent epidemiological parameters.

1. Introduction

The SARS epidemic in 2003 and the H1N1 influenza pandemic in 2009 have highlighted the need for a joint epidemiological and evolutionary investigation of rapidly evolving virulent parasites [1]. Particularly in microparasites where ecological dynamics such as within-host competition can strongly influence evolutionary change, they must be studied conjointly to better understand disease evolution [2]. Understanding the interplay between the epidemiology and ecology of host and parasite populations, and identifying the conditions that lead to the coexistence of different strains of a given disease agent, are thus fundamental goals of infectious disease epidemiology and evolutionary ecology [3].

Here we examine how host age at exposure, a crucial epidemiological variable, influences the outcome of multiple infections by parasites, a naturally occurring and widespread ecological phenomenon [4]. This combined approach, which only recently received theoretical attention [5–7], has not been applied experimentally. Using a tractable host–parasite model system, the freshwater planktonic crustacean Daphnia magna and its obligate-killing bacterial parasite Pasteuria ramosa, we analyse the expression of parasite virulence and lifetime transmission potential as well as the competitive outcome of multiple infections in hosts of different age. Previous studies of this system found that younger hosts were more susceptible to infection [8,9], as well as became castrated faster and produced more parasite transmission stages than late-infected ones [9]. We therefore hypothesized that the immune system of younger hosts would be less equipped to deal with multiple infections in comparison with older hosts. The results of this study, which are based on a molecular analysis of the reproductive success of competing parasite genotypes...
within hosts, are in accordance with our hypothesis. Moreover, our results are aligned with theoretical predictions [5–7], and suggest that the age structure of the host population and the epidemiology (age at first exposure) of the parasite, both of which depend on ecological and demographic conditions, could influence parasite evolution and might even promote parasite strain coexistence and diversity.

2. Material and methods

The experiment presented here is part of a larger experiment on age-dependent effects of parasitism. The main part has been published before [9]. Here we focus on unpublished parts of this experiment, conducted under the same conditions and with the same material as the earlier part (see [9] for detailed methods). In short, we individually exposed 5-, 15- and 30-day-old females from each D. magna clone (HO2 and M10) for a week either to 20,000 parasite spores of one of the two P. ramosa clones C19 and C24 (single genotype infections, [10]), or to a mixed suspension of 10,000 spores from each P. ramosa clone (multiple infections). Pasteuria ramosa clone C19 originated from isolate P1, whereas P. ramosa clone C24 originated from isolate P4 [10]. In single infections, isolate P1 is more virulent than P4 but is less infective and produces fewer spores than P4 [11,12]. We recorded the release of host offspring and dead Daphnia on a daily basis. Infection is evident by brownish-red coloration about 12 days post-exposure. Dead Daphnia were frozen in 0.1 ml medium at −20°C for spore counting using a haemocytometer (Thoma ruling) under a phase contrast microscope (400×). The effects of host age at exposure on parasite infectivity, virulence and reproduction during single infections were analysed in [9]. Here we focus on single- versus multiple-infection treatments and examine the competitive outcome of multiple infections in the different age classes (see the electronic supplementary material for details of the genetic and statistical analyses).

3. Results

(a) Parasite infectivity and spore production (parasite transmission)

Younger hosts were more susceptible to multiple infections than older hosts, regardless of host clone (table 1 and figure 1a). Individuals in the multiple-infection treatments had a higher probability of becoming infected than those in the single-infection treatments (table 1). Total spore production in the multiple-infection treatments was highest in younger hosts regardless of host clone (ANOVA $F_{2,219} = 38.0$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 1b), and it was similar to that of single infections (ANOVA $F_{1,219} = 0.03$, $p = 0.86$).

(b) Parasite-induced host mortality (virulence) and parasitic castration

Individuals in the multiple-infection treatments suffered higher mortality than those in single-infection treatments (table 2). Younger hosts became castrated faster than older hosts, though time from exposure to castration did not differ between multiple- and single-infection treatments (table 2). Host offspring production was lower in hosts treated with multiple infections than in hosts treated with single infections (electronic supplementary material, figure S1; ANOVA $F_{1,219} = 12.44$, $p = 0.0005$), but it was also affected by host clone (ANOVA $F_{1,219} = 11.8$, $p = 0.0007$) and host age at exposure (ANOVA $F_{2,218} = 179.0$, $p < 0.0001$).

(c) Within-host parasite competition

The relative success of each parasite clone in producing spores differed among host-age-at-exposure treatments, but the pattern was similar in both host clones. When infecting 5-day-old Daphnia, both parasite clones produced large numbers of spores; when infecting 15-day-old Daphnia, parasite clone C24 produced considerably more spores than parasite clone C19; but when infecting 30-day-old Daphnia, parasite clone C19 almost completely excluded parasite clone C24 (figures 1b and 2). In other words, younger hosts allowed coexistence of both parasite clones (co-infection), while older hosts promoted competitive exclusion (superinfection).

4. Discussion

We examined how the age at exposure of multiply-exposed hosts influences within-host dynamics. We found that multiply-exposed hosts were more susceptible to infection and suffered higher mortality than singly-exposed hosts. More importantly, young multiply-exposed hosts facilitated transmission of both parasite clones (co-infection), whereas older multiply-exposed hosts promoted competitive exclusion (superinfection).

There is considerable evidence that host heterogeneity, particularly in the form of host species richness or genetic diversity within a single host species, is closely linked to parasite diversity [13,14]. Our study suggests that host age at exposure is another form of heterogeneity that can affect parasite evolution and diversity. Accurate forecasting of parasite diversity will likely require intimate knowledge of the heterogeneities to disease effects present in host populations [15]. The influence of host age at exposure on parasite strain coexistence has only recently been modelled [5–7], being driven by field studies that examined age-dependent strain diversity of helminth parasites [16], and by surveys that investigated age-dependent changes in the frequencies of Streptococcus pneumoniae and Escherichia coli strains infecting humans [17,18]. Our study is, we believe, the first experimental demonstration of the link between host age at exposure and parasite strain coexistence.

Mechanistic factors such as moulting frequency, increased host size or higher food intake cannot explain the observed differences among age groups [9]. Although younger animals generally have a weaker immune system than older ones, we can only speculate on the underlying mechanisms that lead to strong changes in parasite success across ages of infection. For example, younger hosts might only be able to mount a
weak immune response to infection, which is likely to permit coexistence via resource partitioning, while eliciting a strong immune response by older hosts would result in exclusion [6]. Alternatively, if host age classes exhibit variation in resource supply and immune responses, then Pasteuria clones co-infecting younger hosts may be subject to exploitation competition, whereas Pasteuria clones co-infecting older hosts may be subject to apparent (immune-mediated) competition [4,19]. Our finding that multiply-exposed hosts were more susceptible to infection than singly-exposed hosts further suggests that the parasite clones may facilitate each other. Since the hosts were naive, we can rule out the possibility of immune priming. Differences in the type of competition that governs within-host dynamics could, in principle, lead to differences in the competitive outcome. Either way, this does not explain why Pasteuria clone C24 dominated the competition in 15-day-old hosts, while clone C19 dominated the competition in 30-day-old hosts (figure 1b). Nevertheless, the changes in the relative abundances of the parasite clones strongly indicate that the immune response of the host interacts in a specific way with each parasite clone (as opposed to treating them equally). This increased discriminating power of the immune system seems to go hand in hand with its maturation.

Our study shows that the age at infection can crucially influence the success of different parasite strains. Moving from the individual to the population level, this implies that different age structures of the host population can result in different trajectories for parasite evolution. Age-structured interactions within a host population, coupled with consumer–resource interactions such as predator–prey or host–parasite, can lead to population cycles [20]. In Daphnia–algal systems, these cycles arise owing to competitive interactions between juveniles and adults, and their amplitude is determined by the ratio of the cycle period to juvenile stage duration [21]. Our results indicate that these competitive interactions, through their influence on the host age structure, may feedback on patterns of strain coexistence/exclusion and parasite diversity. As a result, host resource and disease dynamics could be shaped quite strongly.

Our results also have implications for our understanding of virulence evolution. Epidemiological models that study virulence evolution in response to multiple infections typically assume that only one of the co-infecting parasite strains can be transmitted at the same time (i.e. superinfection scenario), which is often at odds with the observed biology in nature [22]. Even when co-infections are allowed, which brings biological realism at the cost of more complex and less tractable models, they usually preclude competitive exclusion by one of the parasite strains [22]. Our results show that both scenarios are possible within the same system. The relationship between virulence and parasite transmission is believed to be a primary driver of the evolution of virulence, and it can be used to predict

Table 2. Cox regression analysis for the effects of host clone, infection treatment (single versus multiple infections) and host age at exposure on time-from-exposure-to-castration and time-from-exposure-to-host-death (virulence). All interactions are non-significant. d.f. = degrees of freedom. Bold typeface indicates significant effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>independent variable</th>
<th>time from exposure to castration</th>
<th></th>
<th>time from exposure to host death (virulence)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d.f.</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>host clone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infection treatment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure age</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. (a) Proportion (± Wilson 95% CI) of D. magna multiply-exposed to two P. ramosa clones for every combination of host clone and host age at exposure (in days). (b) Mean (± s.e.) parasite spore production among the multiple-infection treatments for every combination of host clone and host age at exposure.

Figure 2. Proportion of D. magna co-infected by both P. ramosa clones for every combination of host clone and host age at exposure (in days).
the optimal level of virulence [23]. Izhar & Ben-Ami [9] showed that this relationship is age-specific, because younger hosts produced more transmission stages than older ones even though parasite-induced host mortality (virulence) did not vary with host age. Our study further shows that the genetic composition of parasite strains in young multiply-exposed hosts is different from that in older hosts. Such variation in parasite transmission, while maintaining similar rates of parasite-induced host mortality (virulence) across host age, could result in different levels of optimal virulence for each host age. Similarly, while epidemiological models of disease dynamics have long recognized the importance of incorporating host age structure into standard susceptible–infected–recovered compartment models [24], models of virulence evolution do not take the dependence of virulence and parasite transmission with regard to host age at exposure into account. Furthermore, varying host susceptibility and its ability to mount an effective immune response in different age classes may also influence the classic virulence–transmission trade-off.

In summary, our results emphasize that the outcome of within-host competition is influenced by the complex interplay between host age at infection and the changing specificity of the host’s immune system. This finding suggests that the host age structure may play a previously undetected role in the evolution of host–parasite interactions. Elucidating the underlying dynamics will improve our understanding of disease ecology and virulence evolution.
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